Having the parameters,the cross-section for collision {Cs(6S)+Cs(6P 3/2 )} 0u+ ↔{Cs(6S)+Cs(6P 1/2 )} 0u+ can be calculated 1. Matrix K is determined where 2x2 matrices are determined from the parameters according to ref.1. 2. For energies between two dissociation limits, K matrix becomes a scalar and it has a form 3. Then the S matrix is calculated in the familiar way
4. The partial cross-section for "s" scattering i →j (i,j = 0 u + (P 1/2 ) or 0 u + (P 3/2 ))
Ref. 1: V.Kokoouline, C.Drag, P.Pillet and F.Masnou-Seeuws, PRA (submitted).
• Reason for failure of the Le Roy-Bernstein analysis is the presence of one level of the 0 u + (6S+6P 3/2 ) progression perturbing the 0 u + (6S+6P Obtained dependence is described by the analytical formula:
•Where parameters should be fitted.
•We found
•These parameters describe the effect of perturbations on two vibrational progressions. They vary slowly with energy and can be used for determination of observables for energies inaccessible in the experiment.
• can be fitted also.
Analysis under the 6S+6P 3/2 asymptote Positions of levels are well described by the Le Roy-Bernstein law Predissociation widths are Parameters can be determined from this part of the spectrum.
Parameters
are fitted also Le Roy Bernstein analysis of the 0 u + (6S+6P 1/2 ) and 0 u + (6S+6P 3/2 ) vibrational progressions.
•Positions of levels are described by Indexes i in E i , H i and v Di correspond to one of 0 u + (6S+6P 1/2,3/2 ) progressions. D i is the corresponding dissociation limit.
•This formula well describes the 0 u + (6S+6P 3/2 ) progression near the D 3/2 limit.
•It fails to interpret the 0 u + (6S+6P 1/2 ) progression >Experimental spectrum has many vibrational progressions. >At small energy detuning, hyperfine structure is important. > We fit only 0 u + progressions and and neglect hyperfine coupling >Direct fit of the calculated spectrum to the experiment allows us to determine C 3 (P 3/2 ) with high accuracy. C 3 (P 3/2 )=16.85± ± ± ±0.4%
The experimental photoassociation spectrum of Cs 2 molecules obtained in Laboratoire Aimé Cotton (Drag et al., IEEE J. Quant. Electr. 36, 1378 (2000 ) :
• 
